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We are America’s nonprofit, professional association of beach lifeguards and open water rescuers. USLA works to reduce the incidence of
death and injury in the aquatic environment through public education,
national lifeguard standards, training programs, promotion of high levels
of lifeguard readiness, and other means. All correspondence other than
for the magazine should be sent to: USLA Corporate Office, P.O. Box 366,
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 or alm@usla.org.

American Lifeguard Magazine
American Lifeguard Magazine is published tri-annually, and each
member of the USLA receives a one-year subscription as a provision of
their paid membership. If you wish to publish an article or submit a
letter to the editor, address all submissions to: American Lifeguard
Magazine, 15481 Cottonwood Circle, Huntington Beach, CA, 92647, or
alm@usla.org. Entire contents protected by the USLA. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any means - electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, or otherwise - without the prior consent of
ALM. Unsolicited materials, including all photographs, are submitted at
the sender’s risk and ALM accepts no responsibility. The opinions
expressed are strictly those of the contributors and do not necessarily
reflect the views of ALM or the USLA.

ALM Advertising Information
The USLA manages the American Lifeguard Magazine and publishes it tri-annually with a Summer Issue (July 1), Winter Issue (Nov. 1), and
a Spring Issue (Feb. 1). The 36 page publication is mailed directly to its
13,000 members comprised of ocean lifeguards, administrators, junior
guards, competitors and alumni. The American Lifeguard Magazine
serves to inform USLA members on a variety of public safety topics
ranging from training and educational programs to innovative products,
practices and services. More importantly, it is the only national magazine to target beach lifeguards and open water rescuers. The rates are:
Advertisement Size

One Issue

Three Issues

Savings

Quarter page

$175

$480 ($160 each)

$45

Half page

$285

$765 ($255 each)

$90

Full page

$450

$1200 ($400 each)

$150

Full page (color)

$500

$1320 ($440 each)

$180

Inside Covers(color)

$500

$1320 ($440 each)

$180

Back Cover(color)

$575

$1500 ($500 each)

$225

Contact the Publisher/Editor, Michael S. Bartlett at (714) 345-5792,
or email at alm@usla.org for questions or space reservations.
Editor’s Note: “If your photo is used on the cover of the ALM, the
USLA will send you a check for $100.00. Please send your photos on disk
in the highest possible resolution, preferably taken with a digital camera
with 5 mega pixels or higher to: ALM Editor, 15481 Cottonwood Circle,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647.”
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
B. Chris Brewster, President - San Diego, CA
There
has perhaps
never
been a
more propitious
moment
in the history of the
USLA.
Look back
to the
early
days,
when our
organization was assembled from
representatives of just a few lifeguard agencies in Southern
California. In those days, they had to
appoint a Sergeant at Arms to keep
the cantankerous at bay. There was
all the passion that comes with lifesaving, but sometimes it bubbled
over into a little more.
As the USLA grew, so did the
potential for disagreement. National
disparities in methods, traditions,
seasons and personalities brought
many challenges. Through it all
though, the core values we all share
kept us together. We argued, yes, but
we always focused on the basic need
for an organization that represents
the lifesavers of America, an organization that moves us forward.
Though today we are far larger and
more diverse in membership, we no
longer retain a Sergeant at Arms,
because we don’t need one.
Our last two Board of Directors
meetings, one in Dana Point and one
in Annapolis, have been models of
cordiality. We have worked through
some challenging issues in a dedicated spirit of accomplishing the
best outcomes for lifesaving. And we
have succeeded. We have focused
not on our differences, but on our
similarities. We have focused on
what we can accomplish when we all
pull in the same direction. The

results have been extraordinary.
Whether we face east, west,
north or south, we are all intent on
the same goal, which is to ensure
the safety of the throngs of beachgoers we watch over. We have an enviable record. On average, there is a
single drowning death in a guarded
area for every 18 million visits to the
beaches we oversee. A patron visiting our beaches is probably more
likely to be struck by lightning or die
in a car accident than to have a fatal
mishap in the waters we watch over.
Meantime, USLA is involved in
innumerable critical initiatives, some
of which will directly benefit you, our
members. Some examples:
DaFin Our Official Swim Fins:
USLA has endorsed DaFin as the
official swim fins of the United
States Lifesaving Association. These
excellent fins are compact, rugged
and they float. They’ve been tested
by the Hawaiian Lifeguard
Association in extreme conditions
and passed with flying colors. USLA
members receive a $25 per pair discount when they visit
www.dafin.com.
Patagonia An Official Sponsor:
Patagonia is now an Official Sponsor
of the USLA and the exclusive clothing sponsor of the USLA National
Lifeguard Championships. Famous
for its practical, rugged and stylish
outdoor sport clothing, Patagonia
will soon offer selected discounts on
Patagonia products to USLA members. Check our website for details.
Meantime, have a look at
www.patagonia.com.
Lifesaving Research: The USLA
has teamed with the American Red
Cross and the YMCA of the USA to
conduct research to identify the best,
evidence-based lifeguard practices.
How long should a lifeguard watch
the water without a break? What are
the best methods for scanning? We
intend to find answers to these and
many other questions by employing

rigid scientific methodology.
Public Education: The USLA has
teamed with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration,
including the National Weather
Service and Sea Grant, to educate
the public about water safety. Our
highly successful rip current education program has already had a
major impact, with signs posted and
brochures distributed nationwide,
but there is much more to come. We
intend to create modules and media
to help chapters and lifesaving agencies with curricula for local public
education efforts aimed at schools
and public groups.
International Aid: A number of
USLA members have long been
involved in helping develop lifesaving in Mexico. That has culminated
in the creation of the Mexican
Lifesaving Association and their
approval to the International Life
Saving Federation, standing side-byside with the USLA on the international lifesaving scene. Meantime,
our members have conducted training and liaison with Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Venezuela, to
name a few countries.
My thanks to all of the hardworking volunteers who comprise
our organization, from coast to coast
and throughout the islands. And of
course, a big thank you to the
Huntington State Beach Lifeguard
Association for hosting this year’s
National Lifeguard Championships.
The USLA was founded to
reduce death and injury in the aquatic environment through public education, national lifeguard standards,
training programs, and promotion of
high levels of lifeguard readiness. In
doing so, we are committed to supporting you, our members. Support
the organization that supports you.
Sign up to become a member today.
Meantime, see you on the beach!
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O RANGE B EACH F LORIDA J UNIOR G UARD P ROGRAM G ETS V ITAL
S URF R ESCUE T RAINING BY USLA C ERTIFIED L IFEGUARDS
Melvin Shepard, Orange Beach, Florida
The City of Orange Beach has had an established
Junior Lifeguard training for the past three years with
instruction based largely on programs set up by the
American Red Cross. After the recent success of the
United States Lifesaving Association Southeast Region
Surf Lifesaving Academy which was taught in Orange
Beach May 22-27, the decision was made to incorporate
the surf-oriented rescue skills learned during the USLA
Academy to help the Orange Beach Junior Lifeguard
Program excel. Since Orange Beach is located on the
Gulf Coast, it is imperative that course participants learn
both pool and open-water rescue skills.
Under the instruction of Lifeguard Instructor JoanMarie Manolakis, the Junior Lifeguard Program participants learned vital skills in all areas of water rescue.
Students were instructed in the use of swim fins, rescue
boards, rescue tubes, surf entry, and porpoising. In addition, they learned necessary techniques to perform safe
open-water rescues. Students were taught CPR and
First-aid to further emphasize safety, and promote selfconfidence. Instructors covered how rip currents are
formed and how to identify them along the beach.
Students were also taught how to escape if caught in rip
currents. Physical training was conducted daily, which

T WO B OY S COUTS

consisted of open-water swims, run-swim-runs, tube
drags, and conditioning runs. The results of the physical
training were improved self-confidence and stronger
swimming skills. Participants were also given daily tasks
to be completed as a group in order to teach teamwork
and unity.
Due to the huge success of the summer’s first session
of the O.B.J.G. Program a second session is being
offered. In addition, the City of Orange Beach is considering holding a Junior Lifeguard Competition at the conclusion of the summer so that participants can demonstrate
the skills they have learned in front of their parents.
With the success of the USLA Surf Lifesaving
Academy, taught by lifeguards from the USLA’s
Southeast Region, the City of Orange Beach is looking
forward to expanding their programs and promoting
beach safety along the Gulf Coast. The City of Orange
Beach would like to extend a special thanks to Fort
Lauderdale Ocean Rescue Lt. Jim McCrady and Lifeguard
Mitch McCrady and Los Angeles County, California
Lifeguard Terry Rogaczewski for their hard work and dedication. The instruction they provided has been a huge
factor in the success of the City’s programs.

TO BE NOMINATED FOR HEROISM

By Joseph McCain, The Winston County Journal, Reprinted with permission
Kyle Donald and Scott Ming demonstrated quick
thinking and courage last week when they saved the life
of a fellow student. For their efforts, Paul D. "Big Iron"
Thompson plans to nominate them for recognition from
the Boy Scouts.
While participating at The Pensacola Baseball
Tourney March 11-15 in Pensacola Florida Kyle Donald
and Scott Ming demonstrated some of the lessons they
learned in boy scouts along with much bravery.
When a fellow student was pulled out into the dangerous riptides, Kyle Donald reacted immediately upon seeing a fellow student in distress and swam out to help him.
"It was just instinct to go when I saw him in trouble,"
said Donald, a sophomore at Louisville High School. "I
saw him go under and he was shouting."
Donald swam out and got a hold of his teammate who
had been pulled out by rip currents from the water's edges.
Donald began helping his teammate go with the current and work their way back to shore.
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"Every time we moved toward shore it seemed the
waves pressed us back," said Donald.
During one calm spell, the two swam hard for the
shore moving closer to a human chain of rescuers that
had formed under Robert Higginbotham's instruction.
Scott Ming, seeing how close the two were, broke
from the end of the chain to swim out and help pull
them back close enough to the chain of helping hands
that all could be pulled to shore.
"I'm thankful that I knew what to do at the time," said
Donald. "I'm thankful that the Boy Scouts taught me how
to react and help."
"It was a frightening experience," said Robert
Higginbotham. "Kyle put himself in grave danger to save
another person's life."
Higginbotham noted that the students had been
warned by the coaches not to be in the water since it
was a day of red flag conditions for the beaches.
to page 7...
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TO BE NOMINATED FOR HEROISM

from page 6
Several of the coaches were in and around the beach
area and reacted immediately to provide help from trying to get the lifeguard to helping get the human chain
formed and persons to join in.
"He got Kyle's attention and Kyle went out to him,"
said Higginbotham. "We saw that they were in trouble
and went into action."
Higginbotham began swimming toward the two but
understanding the dangers of riptides he decided it best
to form a human chain to reach the two students.
"Everyone, even some of the students who could not
swim, joined in on the chain," said Higginbotham noting
the inexperienced swimmers were safe near the shore.
"Kyle was helping hold him up in the water and they
were trying to get back toward shore," said
Higginbotham as the chain quickly formed and spanned
the stretch of the water almost to Kyle. Ming who was on
the end swam out to help Kyle and the other student get

USLA E NDORSES D A F IN

to the team of rescuers.
"If Kyle had not seen him first who knows what
would have happened," said Higginbotham. "The good
Lord worked a miracle from Kyle helping to the amount
of people we were able to get in the human chain. Kyle
really helped him hang in there."
Rip currents are narrow channels of water that flow
seaward from the beach through breaking waves. They
occur when opposing currents meet and set up a
swirling motion that can carry swimmers away from
shore. Rip currents are strong enough to sweep even
experienced swimmers far out to sea where those who
panic can tire and drown. Anyone caught in a rip current
should try to swim parallel to shore until free of the
stream of water. Many persons have been in ankle deep
or other shallow waters when tides come in with strong
currents pull the person into the ocean.

AS

O FFICIAL S WIM F IN

USLA Staff
The United States Lifesaving Association has
endorsed Da Fin as the Official Swim Fin for its members. In announcing the deal, B. Chris Brewster,
President of USLA said, “Da Fin seems to be the swim
fin of choice for many of our guards. The endorsement
agreement with Da Fin secures special discount pricing
for all USLA Professional members which is available
immediately. Next season, the discount pricing will also
be offered to all Junior Lifeguard members.”
Da Fin Surfing Products is based in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Jay Westcott, Managing Director of the company, said,
“Our goal is to see Da Fin on the feet of every professional lifeguard in the world so we are very excited to
have this opportunity to work closely with the USLA and
its members.”
Da Fin was developed by Westcott’s partner, Andy
Cochran, an Aussie who has made Hawaii his home for
the past 28 years. Cochran had been a lifeguard at
Australia’s famous Bondi Beach and was one of Oz’s
early surfing pioneers.
With input from world renowned pros in Hawaii such
as Mark Cunningham and Brian Keaulana, Cochran
developed his idea for a high performance swim fin
about 10 years ago and was granted a U.S. Patent for his
unique design. The side rails --- the “strakes”--- on Da

Fin are rock solid but only run about half way down the
length of the fin where they angle back to the blade.
This forces the fin to flex right at this critical point. The
raised v-shaped foot pocket combined with a stiff blade
working together at the point of flex creates maximum
acceleration of the water flowing over the fin surface
resulting in more thrust per kick with less effort by the
user. For such a powerful fin, it is unusually light in
weight. It has a comfortable foot pocket and it floats in
the ocean. There is no right or left foot difference so Da
Fin can be worn on either foot.
Da Fin has become a favorite of lifeguards, bodysurfers, and top watermen around the world. The
Hawaiian Lifeguard Association has made Da Fin standard
issue equipment for its guards for the past eight years.
With Cochran’s Aussie connections, Da Fin was originally manufactured in Australia. However, having the
manufacturing so far from the major market of the United
States presented too many logistics problems. In 2003,
the manufacturing and distribution was moved to
California so Da Fin is now a “Made in the USA” product.
For more information, see the ad in this issue of
American Lifeguard Magazine or visit the company’s
website at www.dafin.com.
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C LOSE C ALL AT J UPITER , F LORIDA , H IGHLIGHTS O NE
FAMILY ’ S L IFEGUARD E XPERIENCE TO S AVE M ISSOURI FAMILY
Peter Coveleski, Rehoboth Beach, DE
As a 42-year old former
Rehoboth Beach patrol lifeguard in
Delaware, I know and respect the
ocean to no end. But now, after an
incident I was involved in, I respect
the fine job lifeguards do everyday
even more.
Late last year my family and I
were enjoying some spirited surf in
Jupiter Florida. We were on the
south side of the inlet and a strong
northern flow was moving through
some good-sized wind swept waves.
I had my 12-year old and 9-year old
on some boogie boards while I
helped them find the right wave
through the choppy surf.
It was an effort to stay on foot
and I was constantly moving. After 45
minutes or so we had managed to
stay out of a few big rips and catch a
few waves. My 14-year old joined me
while the younger ones went in
fatigued. I was just about to get out
myself when I heard the yell “Help!
Help!” I looked over towards the inlet
and saw two small children being
sucked out by a huge rip. My son was
twenty yards from me and he saw it
too. I looked at the guard shack a
quarter mile down the beach and didn’t see anyone. At the same time the
child’s mother, not seen before, jumps
into the rip and got sucked out after
them. I was tired and though that this
couldn’t be happening. I knew I had to
do something quick.
I told my son to paddle over to
the farthest kid out. He had fins on
and he has been in the junior lifeguard program at Rehoboth Beach
since he was 10. I swam to the
mother. It didn’t take long with the
rip pulling like a train. Luckily a
surfer came over and picked up one
of the kids. My son had the other kid
and was attempting to get in. I had
the panicked mother who was in
jean shorts and a dark t-shirt. She

was thrashing about. I saw no reason to throw a cross chest on her for
she was putting up a rapid, wild
doggy-paddle stroke. I told the
woman her kids were safe and being
brought in. When she finally
believed me, she stopped thrashing
but lost her ability to float and started to sink. All I know is at that time I
was struggling to keep her up. I didn’t realize it at first but as we were
out there flowing closer to the inlet
and farther from the beach. My battery was getting depleted.
When the beach guard finally got
down the beach on his ATV, he got
his buoy out and rapidly went, to my
dismay, to the kid on the surfboard
near shore. I was shouting to him
for help “over here!” In his defense,
he really had three separate rescues
going on. He responded quickly to us
after realizing the first kid was okay,
the second was doing well with my
son, and other, well, we were not
okay. With a few choice waves, fins
and a boogie board, my son delivered the young child safely to shore.
I was dead tired. I was kicking
my hardest to keep this lady afloat. I
was glad the guard brought a buoy. I
remember thinking how hard it was
to pull someone in without a buoy
when I was a lifeguard. He buckled
her in and she seemed more at ease
but not much help in the rolling surf.
I said, “I’m okay, I’m going to swim
in.” I stroked toward shore but after
a good effort, I raised my head to
see how close the beach was and
found myself no closer. I tried again
and felt almost embarrassed I wasn’t
getting far. The duty guard was having a hard time getting through the
rip himself. We couldn’t swim parallel because the hard drift was north
and that direction was fast becoming
alarming because of the rocks at the
inlet entrance.
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Meanwhile, my wife was
restraining Samantha, my 17-year
old daughter who is a first year
Rehoboth Beach Patrol lifeguard as
she pushed to go in and help.
Samantha finally decided she knew I
was in trouble and acted. I stroked
some more but my arms felt like a
ton of bricks. I have been exhausted
before during 5k’s, 10k’s, and a half
marathon, and all that. But the closest I can relate the total heaviness I
was experiencing here was like the
last 20 seconds of a wrestling match;
sheer exhaustion removes your muscles from you brain’s control. I was
that tired. I wasn’t gulping water and
didn’t feel panicky but I must say I
was curiously conscious of the realization that I couldn’t get in on my
own. I called for my daughter
Samantha to bring me a boogie
board. She had already figured out I
needed floatation and responded so
fast I thought she had a Jet Ski.
When she got to me she said, “Are
you okay dad?” I said, “no” grabbing
the board for welcome relief.
The surfer (actually an off-duty
guard) had retrieved a rescue board
from the lifeguard’s ATV unit after
successfully getting the one kid in.
He came back into the surf and positioned the board next to my daughter and I. Gladly I hopped on, as did
my daughter with a little coaxing. We
washed safely to shore with the help
of a few waves.
The lifeguard had successfully
negotiated his way through the surf
with the mother. This was no routine
rescue considering the conditions
and the rocky inlet looming closer all
the time. She lied down on the
beach breathing heavily. The children were near-by leaning back on a
sand shelf formed by the surf that
had carved it out. They didn’t have
to page 9...
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Pentagon Looking to Increase Ranks Without Easing the Tough Training
Ann Scott Tyson, Washington Post Staff Writer, Reprinted with permission
CORONADO, Calif. -- As Navy
Ensign Brandon lay slapped by wave
after black wave of frigid Pacific surf,
his arms linked with a row of other
would-be Navy SEALs, a cold but
comforting thought surfaced from
his murky consciousness: "No matter
what," he reassured himself, "they're
not going to kill me."
Shaking uncontrollably in the
cold brine, the slight, 22-year-old
from Ohio dreaded the nighttime
"surf torture" as one of the toughest
ordeals of the SEALs' aptly named
Hell Week, designed to break down
the bodies and wills of all but the
steeliest young men.
Today, one of the Pentagon's
main dilemmas is how to get more
candidates such as Brandon to outlast the trials of selection -- without
lowering standards -- as it tries to
expand the ranks of SEALs and other
elite U.S. military forces for critical
missions in the war on terrorism.
Facing their biggest deployments
in history, as much as 80 percent of
the combat forces of the 53,000strong U.S. Special Operations

Command -- including Navy SEALs,
Army Green Berets and Rangers, and
Delta Force operatives -- are committed in Iraq, Afghanistan and surrounding countries. That leaves too
few for other vital missions, many of
them clandestine, such as intelligence gathering and partnering with
forces in nations where the United
States is not at war, according to
senior military officials.
Stepped-up war-zone rotations
are cutting into training time, and
shortages in the force mean hundreds of Special Operations jobs are
unfilled, leading to more reliance on
civilian contractors, they said.
"We as a nation are taking great
risk" by having too few maritime
commandos, said Rear Adm. Joseph
Maguire, commander of Naval
Special Warfare Command (NSWC)
here. NSWC should have 2,200
SEALs but is undermanned by about
400 men on SEAL teams and scores
of officers, he said.
The Pentagon in February
announced a plan to add 13,000
more Special Operations troops to

meet demands. But producing such
highly skilled troops is not easy -especially as war, low unemployment and negative health trends
such as obesity shrink the military's
overall pool of candidates.
Of all the elite forces, SEALs
pose the biggest recruiting challenge. The Pentagon's goal is to add
500 new SEALs in the next two
years. Maguire says 2010 is more
realistic. But the number of SEAL
applicants has dwindled by hundreds
in recent years. This year's goal is to
bring in 1,400 to try out, but by late
April, only 364 had been sent to boot
camp, according to Navy statistics.
"We're behind the power curve," said
Ed Kearl, a Navy recruiting official.
Ground zero for the push to create more SEALs is the rugged beaches and pounding surf off Coronado,
where the young men of Basic Under
Water Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S)
Class 259 found out who had "the
right stuff."

to page 10...
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any bounce in them at the moment.
I found out that the victims were
from Missouri and the one child had
gotten caught in a rip while only
playing in waist deep water. The
brother had a cast on and he tried to
help his brother. The mother was not
prepared to go into the surf that day
nor did she want to but was driven
by that maternal instinct all mothers
possess.
The costs could have been heavy

that day. I think those three from the
“Show-me” State would have been
statistics if not for the efforts of the
on-duty lifeguard, the off-duty lifeguard, and my family (with various
guarding experience) 1100 miles
from home.
In summary, I think my son Max
(who’s a junior guard) showed significant poise while my daughter
Samantha (rookie lifeguard) showed
courage, judgment and ability. My

actions revealed that some of us former lifeguards can never forget our
instincts. The off-duty guard revealed
how unselfish he was to help out.
And lastly, the on-duty guard did
what we have all done by responding, assessing and acting to the best
of his ability.
All in all, the end result was a
good day for all guards young and
old.
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THE START OF HELL WEEK
It was a Monday night in May,
about 24 hours into Hell Week for
Class 259, and Seaman Brian was sitting on the beach next to his rubber
dinghy, eating a chili-mac packaged
military meal. For security reasons,
all SEALs except senior leaders
spoke on the condition that only
their first names be used.
Similar to the rest of his class,
Brian had no sleep, was soaked and
shaking. He had muscle cramps from
lunging with 15-foot-long sandy logs.
His legs were chafed raw. "It's like
taking a piece of sandpaper to your
skin for a week," said Brian, 23, who
is from Ventura, Calif.
As the sky darkened, the entire
group knew what was next -- surf torture (officially called "water immersion"), jumping on and off a pier and
being hosed down with cold water.
Suddenly, Brian saw a friend
stand and walk stiffly toward a bell
hung on a wooden frame. Ringing
the bell was how candidates
dropped out. "Clang!"
"I was like, 'Wow,' " Brian said.
Next, shocking everyone, the
Class 259 leader, known as the OIC
or "officer in charge," got up.
"Clang!" About 12 other recruits followed in a mass exodus. The class
that started in March with 193 men
was down to 100.
"It was a big psych for a lot of
guys because our OIC left. That was
hard," said Brian, who dropped out
the next morning, his right leg
swollen with tendinitis.
The buckling of the class leader
underscored how difficult it is to predict who will make it. "They don't
want to deal with the discomfort . . .
it's kind of frustrating," said Capt.
Christopher R. Lindsay, commander
of the Naval Special Warfare Center.
To help more pass, Maguire said
they may eliminate some "water

immersion" sessions.
Finding candidates in top physical condition also helps, but until
recently, concerns over legal liability
prevented potential recruits from
being given a swim test. "They
would get to boot camp and, 'Oh, by
the way they can't swim,' " said
Kearl, who said 70 percent of candidates were failing the test. "That's a
big problem."
Now candidates must pass a 500yard, 12 1/2 -minute swim test at the
YMCA -- and do at least 50 sit-ups, six
pull-ups, 42 push-ups and a 1 1/2 -mile
run -- or lose their SEAL contract.
Those who pass with minimum standards will earn a $1,000 bonus, and
$2,000 goes to the best performers -but still only 60 percent succeed.
Maguire is also asking SEAL
instructors to be less subjective in
disqualifying candidates. But having
"given enough flags away" to the
families of fallen SEALs, he says he
can't compromise the highly competitive standards.
"Everything is a race," said
Lindsay, as the seven-man teams hit
the surf Tuesday in the red dinghies
they carry everywhere.
"If you drop the boat, I will cut
your head off!" shouted a veteran
SEAL instructor as he ordered laggard boat teams to race around and
around a building -- holding their
boats on their heads. "Nineteen, 20,
21 . . . get back in line!" he barked to
the slowest team.
Garrett, 23, of Hilo, Hawaii, felt
his arms start to give way. "We
would come in last, and obviously it
was because of me," he said.
Teammates complained. Instructors
put another recruit in his place to
show he was the "weak link."
Later Tuesday night, Garrett
dropped out, adding another green
helmet to the line representing those
who failed.

STAGGERING TO THE FINISH LINE
At 4:30 a.m. on Wednesday, the
79 remaining candidates staggered
out of the mud flats of the 65-degree
San Diego Bay, looking like a scene
from "Night of the Living Dead."
"They're basically zombies," said
Cmdr. Adam Curtis, looking on.
Awake for 55 hours, the men could
only shuffle. But they were expected
to follow directions.
Brandon, a boat team leader, was
having trouble.
"You're trying to cheat me, Sir,"
berated an instructor. Brandon's
team had paddled their boat by hand
instead of swimming beside it in the
last race. Now, they would pay the
price.
"Prepare down boat -- down
boat! Prepare up boat -- up boat!"
the instructor spat commands with a
bullhorn. Next the offenders had to
roll in the sand.
"We're going to have a little
bath," the instructor said, ordering
them into the bay. Each time a
device beeped they bobbed underwater, green light sticks glowing eerily on their life vests.
Hell Week is designed to simulate the rigors of a combat mission.
"They can't say 'I quit' because no
one will come get them," explained
Command Master Chief Lu, a 25-year
Navy veteran and instructor. The end
result, Lu said, is impressive. On a
recent tour in Baghdad, he fought
side by side with former SEAL students and found that "I trusted them
as much as guys I was with 20
years," he said.
To qualify, over a six-month period SEAL candidates must swim 150
miles in the ocean and run more
than 1,300 miles in sand wearing
boots, and later they must learn to
dive, parachute, shoot and conduct
close-quarters combat.
to page 27...
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PARALYZED BEACHGOER SPEAKS OUT TO AVERT INJURIES
Jennifer Lenhart, Washington Post Staff Writer, Reprinted with permission
Excuse Josh Basile for his
bluntness. A wave tossed him into
hard sand at Bethany Beach, Del.,
two years ago, leaving him a
quadriplegic. Now 20, the
Potomac man is a speaker with a
straight-up style and a message
people across the region are clamoring to hear.
As beach season approaches,
Basile is among those calling for
safety and caution when entering
ocean waters. At a meeting of the
U.S. Lifesaving Association in
Annapolis last week, Basile began
his slide presentation to about 70
professionals with this:
"I'm going to tell you how I
wound up in this wheelchair, what
I've been able to do since my
injury, and how I've been able to
battle through adversity and lead a productive life," he
said. With that, about 70 meeting-goers who had been
mingling in the ballroom at the Radisson Hotel returned
to their seats. Basile moved succinctly through the
details of the August day when, as a strapping 6-foot-1
teenage tennis player, he had stood facing the shore in
waist-deep water and was felled by waves that slammed
him into the sand and fractured his fifth vertebra. "I
always thought of sand as soft, and it's not," he said.
"When it gets wet, it's hard as concrete." He spoke the
words that appeared on another slide: "How have I
changed?" "I've changed for the better," said Basile, who
has regained some movement in both arms and at the
conference was able to manipulate a computer mouse
on a tray on his lap.
Traveling with him to Annapolis was Susan Johnson,
a Maryland woman whose son, Michael, died in an accident six years ago at Rehoboth Beach, Del. The 24-yearold was caught in a rip current and drowned in the choppy waters. His body washed ashore an hour or so after
he disappeared, Johnson said. The accidents that struck
the Johnson and Basile families galvanized a disparate
band of emergency service providers along the midAtlantic coast. The result was the creation of the Open
Water Rescue Program, the first formally coordinated
effort of its kind in the country.
The program brings together lifeguards, certified
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divers, police officers and paramedics in cross-training exercises
with the U.S. Coast Guard and
Delaware State Police helicopter
rescue teams. As Todd Fritchman,
captain of the Dewey Beach, Del.,
patrol, explained the program and
the protocol for ocean rescues,
Basile listened attentively in his
power chair. When it was his turn
to speak, he launched into the
ocean safety issue with a slide that
said, "Why?" Basile was injured on
a private beach. No signs were
posted, and no lifeguards were on
duty. He wants to see a universal
system of signs or flags that could
be used on public and private
beaches, anywhere people go into
the water. Green would mean it is
safe to go into the water. Red
would mean it is not. He wants more research and statistics juxtaposing the number and location of injuries
along beaches with where sand has been replenished.
Scientists in Florida and other coastal states have been
asking lately whether slope changes at points where the
water level changes from shallow to deep have contributed to the extent and seriousness of injuries.
"Waves
are breaking
at a steeper
incline and
throwing
people into
the sand,
like myself,"
he said.
"And it's
creating an
unnatural
wave pattern. It's just
scary to
have my
family and
friends go to
the beach."
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NATION'S TOP DOCTOR LAUDS AREA'S WATER RESCUE TEAMS
Jim Cresson, Cape Gazette staff, Reprinted with permission

U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Richard
Carmona spent two action-packed
hours on Dewey Beach Aug. 2, first
watching open-water mock rescues
and then participating in them.
America’s top doctor was
impressed with the training and personnel who participated in the First
State’s first-ever United Lifesaving
Program Open Water Rescue demonstration in the waters off Dewey
Beach.
After joining Dewey Beach Patrol
lifeguards in a state police
Blackhawk helicopter and jumping
50-feet into the ocean for a mock rescue with the local team, Carmona
called the open-water rescue program “second to none; the best new
program I’ve seen in my 4 1/2 years
in office.”
Carmona liked the operation and
its participants so much, he said he
would return at summer’s end with
his wife and children, who are junior
lifeguards.
Carmona, who holds the military
rank of vice admiral as the nation’s
surgeon general, is an experienced
former lifeguard and honorary member of the U.S. Lifesaving
Association. He was also a combat
medic with the 5th Special Forces
Group in Vietnam, a nurse, a trauma

surgeon and an Arizona sheriff
before being appointed as surgeon
general.
The program was officially
formed in 2001, when cross-training
began for Dewey and Bethany Beach
lifeguards, state police aviators and
certified divers, U.S. Coast Guard,
state Division of Fish and Wildlife
agents, Sussex County paramedics
and Dewey Beach police. It became
the first open-water rescue program
in the entire nation, and was lauded
by the U.S. Lifesaving Association.
“This was a great chance to
show off our rescue team,” said
Dewey Beach Patrol Capt. Todd
Fritchman. “The surgeon general
was impressed. He said that many
times, and he’s coming back if possible to see more of it.”
Efforts shed a positive light on area
Thumbs up to citizens
A number of recent initiatives by
various groups of people, mainly
area residents volunteering their
time (some who don't get a penny
for their work), deserve attention.
The training and expertise of a
group of people called the United
Lifesaving Program Open Water
Rescue garnered the attention of
U.S. Surgeon General Vice Admiral
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Richard Carmona. Carmona visited
Dewey Beach Tuesday to watch lifeguards, police, paramedics and volunteer emergency responders simulate ocean rescues. He even jumped
from a helicopter himself and credited the group for its skills and the
town for supporting it. He called the
rescue group "second to none."
The group isn't the only one
bringing positive attention to the
area.

The following efforts deserve a
thumbs up:
∑The Delaware State Police have
a proactive campaign under way to
educate cyclists along Route 1. Not
only are they ticketing violators and
handing out educational literature to
promote safety, but the officers are
giving out gift certificates for area
businesses to people obeying the
laws and wearing helmets.
∑Lewes resident Dick Thatcher
has been lauded by the governor as
an outstanding volunteer of the year
for his efforts to preserve and protect
Cape Henlopen State Park. He leads
the park's Friends group, an organization similar to many nonprofits in
the area that work to promote our
community resources such as
to page 15...

N ATION ' S

TOP DOCTOR

from page 14
libraries, parks and schools. All deserve appreciation.
∑A group of volunteers in Lewes who have impressive
plans to celebrate the 375th anniversary of Lewes next year
with a slate of creative events. Kudos, too, to the businesses
who have already pledged financial support for those events,
which include a sailing ships festival, an orchestra performance
and a black-tie gala.
∑Positive Growth Alliance members who put together a
solid plan to resurrect a high school basketball tournament to be
held in Lewes after Christmas that will fill an economic void left
after the former Slam Dunk to the Beach tournament dissipated.
∑County council members who found $100,000 in the budget to support the Bay Ball Classic.
Originally published Wednesday, August 3, 2005
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USLA'S NICK SHRIVER HELPS TRAIN PERU IN WATER SAFETY
Peter Davis, Galveston, TX
The following are excerpts from
Nick Shriver’s trip to Peru where he
represented both the United States
Lifesaving Association and the
International Lifesaving Federation at
a Seminar and competition. Nick is
from the Northwest Region of USLA
and regularly attends the bi-annual
meetings. He has made significant
contributions to the Public Education
Committee, the Junior Lifeguard
Committee, and others. Nick spent his
own time and money to help out.
From what I gather, the president of
the Peruvian Lifeguarding Association
was very impressed with Nick and the
information he shared with our lifesaving brothers and sisters in Peru. Nick
even won the physical competition on
the last day!

Due in large part to Nick’s actions
and personal contact with lifeguards in
the area, the ASP has now submitted
an application to join ILS as a corresponding member. The application will
be reviewed by the board in Sept 2006.
It is through the selfless actions of
people like Nick, who put the needs of
others ahead of his own, that worldwide lifesaving is advancing paso por
paso (step by step). Thank you Nick!
After 35 years nobody in Peru has
formed a lifesaving team to prepare
Peru for natural disasters such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, and floods.
With the probability of these natural
disasters occurring, it’s vital to have
lifeguards prepared to assist as part of
Peru’s emergency response resources.
The Peruvian Lifeguard Association
(ASP, initials in Spanish) has 17 years
standing with 403 members from Peru.
Members are from various backgrounds, including: firefighters, police

officers, Red Cross volunteers, civil
defense soldiers, teachers, divers, and
military personnel.
The first ever International
Lifesaving and Water Rescue Seminar
for Emergency Situations held in Lima,
Peru, December 15-17, 2005. It was
dedicated to the advancement of the
ASP. The ASP, in turn, learned new
rescue techniques, developed emergency procedures for natural disasters, and introduced new safety practices through the collaboration and
exchange of ideas form different
experts in the field of lifesaving. One
of the basic ideas shared was the
problem that lifeguards are in
demand; and that every good swimmer should be a lifeguard.
Being the only international representative my goal was to share as
many ideas and techniques as possible through presentations, instruction,
demonstrations, evaluating current
standards, making recommendations,
and sharing resources of information.
One of my goals was to get ASP to
see the importance of joining the
International Lifesaving Federation
(ILS).
The first day consisted of discussion and expositions. Speakers included experts in the field in lifesaving,
including: ASP’s President who inaugurated the seminar (Captain Luis
Hermoza), a nurse, a psychologist, a
civil defense representative, and me an
United States Lifeguard Association
(USLA) and East Bay Regional Park
District/Aquatics (EBRPD) representative; all shared information, ideas, and
answered questions. I shared basic
information such as preventive lifeguarding strategies, preventing disease
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transmission, and rescue techniques.
The second day took place at the
Rimac River in Lima and was spent
practicing and certifying lifeguards in
river rescue. The basic techniques
taught was having the ability to cross
the river using a rope and buoy and
being able to rescue a victim caught in
the river. After the river rescue practice the rest of the day was spent at
the National Stadium’s pool where the
participants were evaluated. All participants successfully demonstrated
their ability to make rescues. The only
thing that lacked from the program
was rescue equipment. Basic rescue
equipment such as rescue tubes/cans,
rescue boards, fins, and disposable
gloves/pocket masks were missing.
The most important step for ASP
would be to acquire such equipment.
The third day was spent at beach
in Lima known as “Aguas Dulces.”
The day’s topics included boat rescues, rescue dogs, and a grand finale
of a lifeguard competition.
The seminar was concluded with
an award ceremony and closing banquet at the host hotel, awarding certificates to all participants.
ASP plans to continue evolving by
joining the ILS and hosting another
seminar in 2006. The seminar will
include an educational conference, rescue simulations, and a lifeguard competition with ILS events. ASP would
like to learn more about first aid and
modern equipment practices along
with hopes of one day hosting an ILS
competition. There is a lot of work to
be done in Peru and the opportunities
are endless. This is a good example of
the evolution of lifesaving on a global
level and that the advancement of lifesaving is a global issue.
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SEAFORD FLOOD, DELEWARE- JULY 2006
all photos by Dr. Peter Hartsock, US Public Health Service
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A.L.M. - I SSUES N OW AVAILABLE

AT WWW. USLA . ORG

Michael S. Bartlett, Huntington Beach, CA

If you’re a passionate lifesaver like me, then you’ve
probably saved all of your American Lifeguard Magazines
as I have. As the ALM Editor, I’ve answered numerous
calls and emails from many passionate lifesavers across
the nation who want to get their hands on missing back
issues to complete their collections. Unfortunately, those
original back issues are gone forever.
In response to meeting this demand and USLA members seeking information on USLA’s history, competition
results, archival photographs, educational and professional articles, the American Lifeguard Magazine back
issues are now available for free in a downloadable PDF
file at www.usla.org. Currently, there are five of the most
recent issues available online with many more ALMs to
come. The goal is to have all the back issues archived on
USLA’s website within a few years.
For the history buffs, the first issue was called the
Ocean Lifeguard Magazine compiled by Editor Buddy

Bohn (LA County, CA) and Assistant Editor Thomas
Chorneau (LA County, CA) and administered by the
National Surf Life Saving Association. Formerly called
NSLSA, the USLA was then headed by Sheridan Byerly
(San Clemente, CA), Dick Miller (Long Beach, CA), Max
Bowman (Huntington Beach, CA) and Larry Gibson
(Newport Beach, CA), president, vice president, treasurer,
and secretary, respectfully. The 1978 first issue contained
several informative articles like “The inland
rescue…added responsibility,” “Eyes of Lifeguards”, and
“Copguards: San Clemente confronts crime on the
beach.” Some things haven’t changed.
Issues prior to the year 2000 were not electronically
filed and need to be manually scanned, page by page, 36
pages per issue going back to Nov. 1978 Vol. 1, No. 1.
Obviously, scanning all the back issues is a monumental
task and will take some time to complete. At this point
through the unselfish efforts of Charlie Hartl, USLA
Membership Chair, and Tim Gallagher, former ALM
Editor, all of the ALM back issues have been located and
centrally stored awaiting to be electronically archived.
If you want to help be apart of the USLA history and
the American Lifeguard Magazine, you can. The ALM
needs your help in generating new photos for our future
issues. If you submit a photograph in which we publish
on the front cover of the ALM, you will receive the $100
Cover Shot Incentive. If you want to submit a photo to
be considered as the cover shot, you should have taken
the photograph yourself or have rights to use it. Please
send it on disc taken with a digital camera with at least 5
mega pixels in the highest resolution possible to ALM
Editor, 15481 Cottonwood Circle, Huntington Beach, CA
92647 with your name, address, and a brief description
of the photo (who, what, where, when).
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NEW JUNIOR LIFEGUARD PROGRAM AT ORANGE BEACH, ALABAMA
USLA Staff
The City of Orange Beach has had an established
Junior Lifeguard training for the past three years with
instruction based largely on programs set up by the
American Red Cross. After the recent success of the
United States Lifesaving Association Southeast Region
Surf Lifesaving Academy which was taught in Orange
Beach May 22-27, the decision was made to incorporate
the surf-oriented rescue skills learned during the USLA
Academy to help the Orange Beach Junior Lifeguard
Program excel. Since Orange Beach is located on the
Gulf Coast, it is imperative that course participants learn
both pool and open-water rescue skills.
Under the instruction of Lifeguard Instructor JoanMarie Manolakis, the Junior Lifeguard Program participants learned vital skills in all areas of water rescue.
Students were instructed in the use of swim fins, rescue
boards, rescue tubes, surf entry, and porpoising. In addition, they learned necessary techniques to perform safe
open-water rescues. Students were taught CPR and
First-aid to further emphasize safety, and promote selfconfidence. Instructors covered how rip currents are
formed and how to identify them along the beach.
Students were also taught how to escape if caught in rip
currents. Physical training was conducted daily, which
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consisted of open-water swims, run-swim-runs, tube
drags, and conditioning runs. The results of the physical
training were improved self-confidence and stronger
swimming skills. Participants were also given daily tasks
to be completed as a group in order to teach teamwork
and unity.
Due to the huge success of the summer’s first session
of the O.B.J.G. Program a second session is being
offered. In addition, the City of Orange Beach is considering holding a Junior Lifeguard Competition at the conclusion of the summer so that participants can demonstrate
the skills they have learned in front of their parents.
With the success of the USLA Surf Lifesaving
Academy, taught by lifeguards from the USLA’s
Southeast Region, the City of Orange Beach is looking
forward to expanding their programs and promoting
beach safety along the Gulf Coast. The City of Orange
Beach would like to extend a special thanks to Fort
Lauderdale Ocean Rescue Lt. Jim McCrady and Lifeguard
Mitch McCrady and Los Angeles County, California
Lifeguard Terry Rogaczewski for their hard work and dedication. The instruction they provided has been a huge
factor in the success of the City’s programs.

USLA Executive Board 2006
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"USLA National Surf Lifesaving
Championships 2006"
Thank you to the California State Parks
for Hosting Nationals at Huntington State Beach
on August 10-12, 2006
All photos taken by
Michael S. Bartlett, Huntington Beach, CA
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Born from World War II underwater demolition units, Navy Sea Air
Land teams focus on maritime skills,
including diving, forced ship boardings, laying undersea charges and
reconnaissance. But today, SEALs
are occupied mainly on land. Most
16-man SEAL platoons are in Iraq
training Iraqi forces, using snipers to
watch for insurgents planting bombs
and guarding Iraqi leaders.
New missions, many secretive,
are creating demands for a more
diverse force trained in language and
culture. "We are a relatively white,
non-Hispanic force. It's nice to have
someone who can blend in more,"
said Capt. Gary Bonelli, NSWC chief
of staff. Class 259 has only a handful
of minorities.
SEAL recruiters this year are
attending dozens of events, such as

wrestling matches and "X-games,"
manning a new call center, and offering a $40,000 bonus to all new
SEALs, said recruiting chief Cmdr
Duncan A. Smith.
Still, nothing can guarantee that
recruits will have the tolerance for
stress, flexibility and what Lindsay
calls the "fire in the gut" that psychological studies show is critical.
By Friday morning, the class was
down to 73, having lost a few more
to pneumonia and injuries. In a
finale, the exhausted recruits had to
low-crawl from the beach to an
obstacle course obscured with
smoke and rocked by the blast of
simulated grenades. Worming their
way under concertina wire as
instructors fired off blanks from
rifles, they slid through a drainpipe
into a muddy pool. Barely able to

move his legs, Brandon dragged
himself forward with his arms, third
to last.
"You knew you'd never quit. . . .
The courage, the mental toughness
is contagious," Lindsay told the
bedraggled class on the beach afterward. "You guys are what we want to
work with to become Navy SEALs!"
"Hooyah!" Class 259 yelled.
Relaxing later in dry clothes with
a pizza and Gatorade, the victorious
few reflected on how they made it.
"It's just putting one foot in front of
the other," said Brandon, rubbing
swollen calves.
Still shivering, Airman Brandon
said that after his body broke down,
his mind took over. "The main thing I
thought about," he said, "was doing
things that every guy dreams of
doing, but few do."
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B O Y , 7,

D R O W N S AT B E A C H I N

O C E A N C I T Y , NJ

Tom Namako, Staff Writer, reprinted with permission
OCEAN CITY - A 7-year-old boy from Philadelphia
drowned in the ocean Sunday evening with his family
nearby, law-enforcement officials said.
Ocean City police received a call at about 6:30 p.m.
that the boy was swept into the water by a rip current on
the south side of the jetty near Sixth Street.
The boy was in the water for about 30 minutes as a
Coast Guard helicopter, fire department boats and various onlookers searched the area for him, Ocean City
police Sgt. Timothy Williams said.
"We had numerous onlookers trying to spot him and
there were also some surfers looking for him as well,"
Williams said.
A police officer pulled the boy from the water, and

fire department officials administered CPR at the scene,
Williams said.
The boy was still being given CPR when he was
taken to Shore Memorial Hospital at 7:20 p.m., Williams
said. He was pronounced dead at the hospital
shortly after.
"Everything possible was done to save him,"
Williams said, adding that the current near the
Wonderland Pier was strong.
Lifeguards were not on duty at the time the boy went
into the water, police said.
Authorities would not release the boy's or family's
name Sunday night.

J U D G E R O B E R T B A X L E Y, 7 6 ;

A LIFEGUARD

W H O A L S O L O V E D T H E L AW
Jack Williams, Staff Writer, reprinted with permission
Judge Robert C. Baxley was as a
doer and a dreamer. He poured as
much energy into a vigorous recreational agenda as he did into the
legal profession he loved.
"He was a total Renaissance
guy," said Superior Court Judge
Frederic Link, a friend and longtime
colleague. "His friends ranged from
surf bums to Nobel Prize winners."
Judge Baxley, who retired from
the San Diego Superior Court bench
in 1998 after suffering a stroke, died
Monday at his home in Point Loma.
He was 76. He had been suffering
from respiratory complications, his
family said.
Appointed to the Superior Court
bench by then-Gov. Pete Wilson in
1992, he "loved being a judge and
was heartbroken when he had to
leave," Link said.
After retiring, Judge Baxley
wrote the second of two books, "A
Miscellaneous Lawyer," and traveled
the world.
"A lot of us say we want to do
things and never do," Link said. "Bob

would do it."
By the time he began practicing
law in 1965, the lifelong San Diegan
had acted in stage productions,
served in the Air Force and worked
as a lifeguard.
To pay his way through law
school at the University of San
Diego, he inspected pipe being
installed for the Point Loma sewage
outfall as a deep-sea diver.
At USD, he was founding editor
of the law review and graduated with
honors in 1964. He then served as a
research assistant to appellate court
Justice Gerald Brown.
Judge Baxley was the original
lawyer for the Chart House restaurant chain, which was founded in
San Diego in 1971.
"He was the miscellaneous
lawyer," Link said. "He took on anything - cases that others wouldn't
even think about."
In 1970, the lawyer went up
against the National Football League.
His client was Houston Ridge, a San
Diego Chargers defensive lineman
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who claimed steroids and drugs
administered by the team contributed to a diseased hip. The case
was settled out of court.
Judge Baxley's pioneering legal
work on the issue led to an award
from the NFL Retired Players
Association.
"It was the first case that we
know of that we were able to get and
document what the drug practices
were with various teams, especially
the Chargers," he told The Tribune
in 1988.
In 1975, he represented Black
Panthers co-founder Eldridge
Cleaver, who had jumped bail after
being charged with attempted murder and fled to Algeria and later
Paris. Tried upon his return to the
United States, Cleaver was sentenced to probation.
Another high-profile client was
Oakland Raiders owner Al Davis,
who was sued by then-Chargers
owner Gene Klein in 1986. Klein
attributed his 1981 heart attack to
to page 29...
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distress caused by Davis during Klein's testimony in an
antitrust lawsuit over Davis' announced move of the
Raiders from Oakland to Los Angeles. Klein was awarded
a $10 million judgment that was reduced to $2 million by
an appellate court.
Robert Carroll Baxley, known to close friends as
"Bax," was born Aug. 20, 1929. He lived in a converted
garage at Mission Beach as a youth and sold peanuts at
San Diego Padres games at Lane Field for pocket money.
On his 17th birthday, he joined the Army Air Forces.
When he returned to civilian life after three years, he
worked as a lifeguard in Ocean Beach and attended what
is now San Diego City College.
"Whenever people asked him what he did, even
when he was a Superior Court judge, he would say, 'I
used to be a lifeguard,' " longtime friend Doug Reynolds
said. "Being a lifeguard was the highlight of his life."
He went on to major in drama at San Diego State
College and appeared in stage productions at the Old

Globe Theatre, Coronado Playhouse and La Jolla
Playhouse.
His lifeguard duties spawned a 1998 memoir of sorts,
"The Lifeguards," which he subtitled "A Reminiscence of
West Coast Beaches in the 1950s."
In 1985, Judge Baxley sailed his 20-foot trimaran in
the Gulf of California, visiting Mexican islands from San
Felipe to Bahia de Los Angeles. He slept on beaches or
on the wing nets of the boat's pontoons, and he gathered rare shells along the beaches.
Survivors include his daughter, Linda Romero of San
Diego; son, Bret Baxley of Point Loma; brother, George
Baxley of New Mexico; four grandchildren; and a greatgranddaughter.
Private services are scheduled. Cremation is planned,
with ashes to be scattered at sea. Donations are suggested to the Surfrider Foundation, P.O. Box 1511, Solana
Beach, CA 92075.

22ND ALL-WOMEN SET

FOR

J U LY 2 6

Carl Martinez, Mid-Atlantic
Expect plenty of dramatic action when the 22nd annual All-Women Lifeguard Tournament is held at the Sandy
Hook, New Jersey, field unit of Gateway
National Recreation Area on Wednesday,
July 26. The National Park Service hosts
this meet — the largest of its kind in the
world exclusively for women — to showcase the high level of fitness and skill that
women bring to surf-lifeguard work. The
meet provides role models who serve to
encourage others to consider this stillnontraditional line of work for women. It
is open to any woman employed as a
lifeguard on a paid or unpaid basis by the
organization she represents, whether at
an ocean, bay, lake, river, or pool in the
United States of America or abroad.
There is no entry fee. Events begin at 9
a.m. and will include tests of stamina and
skill in such aspects of surf-lifeguard
work as running, swimming, rowing, and
paddling a surfboard. The meet is open
to the public. For more information, call
1–800–678–7946. (Photo credit: Mary
DiBiase Blaich for National Park Service.)
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S M A L L P O TAT O E S

ARE THE

SWEETEST

USLA Staff
On August 8 and 9, 2006, Destin Beach Safety held
the first annual Panhandle Lifeguard Relays. The race
consisted of eight events: swim relay, board rescue
relay, surf rescue relay, board relay, run relay, line pull,
kayak relay, and Iron Person relay. Each event consisted
of four person teams and had to either have a female
competitor or someone over age 30. This was done so
everyone at each agency had a chance to compete.
Although this was not the first race held in the area,
it was certainly one of the most exciting. The agencies in
attendance were South Walton lifeguards, Sunset/
Okaloosa lifeguards, and Destin Beach Safety lifeguards.
Points were kept, but were not the main emphasis.
South Walton Beach Safety Director Gary Wise and
Destin Beach Safety Division Chief Joe D’Agostino have
both participated in regional, national, and world events.

For them to be a part of competitive lifeguard racing at a
grass roots level was extremely exciting.
“I have been to a bunch of these and this was by far
the best. The people in this area have just started in the
profession and are putting forth an unbelievable effort,”
D’Agostino said.
Destin totaled the most points followed by South
Walton and Sunset/Okaloosa Island. The Panhandle area
is in the process of starting the Emerald Coast Chapter of
the USLA and beginning to compete on a regional and
national level.
Chief D’Agostino added, “Just three years ago, there
were eight drownings on a single day on the Panhandle,
now we have kids catching runners in paddleboard
races, we are progressing. In the end, everyone in this
area comes out a winner.”

Winter 2005-06 proved to be challenging for California lifeguards. It was a REAL
"Big Wednesday" before Christmas shown here at Marina Del Rey, LA County, California.
No, the sailboat didn't make it. Photo by Dave Story, LA County.
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USLA's Newest Life Members (left to right), Ed Kiziukiewizc (Mid-Atlantic),
Ed Zebrowski (Mid-Atlantic), and Andrew Healey (Mid-Atlantic)

USLA Awards Medal of Valor to Michael S.
Bartlett, Huntington Beach Marine Safety Officer
II, for rescuing 4 swimmers caught in a rip current
on March 3, 2005. Two victims were semi-conscious
(one submerged) and transported to the hospital
as near drownings. They were later released with
a full recovery.
Photo by Dr. Peter Hartsock (left to right:
Adrianne Groh, Heroic Acts Chair, Mike
Beuerlein CSLSA Secretary, Mike Bartlett,
USLA Pres. B. Chris Brewster, and
Mid-Atlantic Pres. Ed Zebrowski (USLA Host).
A MERICAN L IFEGUARD M AGAZINE , S UMMER 2006
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TRAINING CLASS

IN

VENEZUELA!

Peter Davis, Galveston, TX
The, thin, cold mountain air
burned in my lungs and my legs
were starting to shake from the exertion. Despite the early hour and the
cool temperature, I could already feel
the intensity of the tropical sun on
my head. The 8 Venezuelan YMCA
pool lifeguard instructors I was working with called out cadences to motivate the 21 students in the class.
Despite the pain in my body, I felt an
incredible sense of euphoria. It was
only the second day of our surf lifeguarding/supervisor academy and I already realized that
this was looking to be the best teaching experience in
my 18 or so years of lifeguard instruction. As my attention drifted back to the moment I realized that as the lead
instructor, I had to set and example. Doing my best to
hide my rasping breath, I turned back to the line that
wound down the mountain like a snake and joined the
cadence, “Va bien muchachos, va bien!”.
The course itself was an instructors dream. After
arriving last April, we went to a very “rustic” YMCA
camp in the mountains a couple of hours from Caracas.
We were completely isolated there for 3 days of lifesaving and one day of mountaineering and rope work (a
welcome change of pace!). From there, we went to a
small fishing village on the beautiful Caribbean coast for
4 full days in the surf environment. There were too many
high points to mention. One day we took a long run to
an amazing waterfall where we practiced the basics of
swift water rescue. Towards the end we had final written
and physical exams. The last day we headed up a huge
scenario with a couple of EMS groups, State Firefighters,
the Venezuelan Navy, Coast Guard, and the National
Marine Firefighters. This took place on a holiday at a

busy beach. We simulated a mass
casualty incident of a boat explosion
with twenty victims. The newly graduated lifeguards really impressed the
other groups and the press as well as
the huge crowd that gathered to
watch. At the debriefing that ensued,
there was talk of these groups getting together every month or two to
practice working together in a variety
of scenarios.
A little over a year before, I had
the good fortune to join an international team of instructors and presenters in the first ever
water safety congress and surf lifesaving class in the
country. There were volunteers from Argentina, Brazil,
Spain, Portugal, and the United States. A variety of both
governmental and NGO groups joined together with the

YMCA Caracas to host the events and to try to figure out
a plan to combat drownings that are occurring at an
alarming rate along the 2,500 kilometers of coastline in
Venezuela. The conference was a big success and afterwards the presenters and a small group of YMCA pool
instructors went to a small fishing village to focus on
bridging the gap between instruction of pool guarding
and open water/surf lifesaving.
Since the course, representatives from the YMCA
came to Texas to audit our lifeguard and supervisor
academies in Galveston along with a group from neighboring Trinidad and Tobago. It seems like every time I’m
lucky enough to be involved in any kind of international
or exchange I learn so much from other groups.
I was, and still am, very impressed with the quality
and enthusiasm of the instructors and management of
to page 33...
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the YMCA. They have now joined ILS as Associate
Members and have formed a coalition with the aforementioned groups. The goal is that these groups working together will initiate lifeguarding programs along the
coast. The plan is that the group of instructors I had the
privilege to work with will run training courses in each
state that makes up part of the coastline. While this is
going on the coalition is also working on getting the
national government to adopt a law that requires lifeguards in heavily populated beaches, developing a water

safety awareness campaign for the people of Venezuela,
and (most importantly) figuring out how to provide funding for the different lifeguard agencies planned for the
Venezuelan coast. It seems that in many situations
change is effected through the energy of one person
who really believes in the cause and has a vision. In this
case, I would have to say there are many people and
groups who have helped to gain the momentum, but
none more charismatic and influential than Wanda
Vargas Rehak with the YMCA Caracas.
Venezuela is a really beautiful place. The scenery,
music, food, and variety of cultures mix to make it one of
the most interesting places I’ve been. The people have
strong opinions about their political views, but still seem
to have an overall awareness that they are all
“Venezolanos” I’ve been a few times and can’t wait until
my next visit. In a country that has been so wracked with
political upheaval and natural disasters, it has been a privilege to be a small part of such a positive movement to
decrease the aquatic accidents on their beautiful beaches
and waterways. We should be able to see some significant changes in Aquatics in Venezuela in the near future.
Gracias para todo Venezuela!
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Maryland House of Delegates Majority Wip Joan Stern
presenting the citation for USLA to President B. Chris
Brewster and Dr. Peter Hartsock, US Public Health Service.
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